COMING SOON

The revolutionary new electronic resource for APA Style®

AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION
www.apastyle.org/asc
Introducing **APA Style® CENTRAL**, the game-changing new learning, writing, research, and publishing solution for current and future generations of scholars.

APA Style CENTRAL has been developed for academic institutions by the American Psychological Association, the creator of and authority on APA Style®, and features full integration of the APA’s best-selling and widely adopted *Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association*®.

APA Style CENTRAL combines sophisticated learning and teaching tools, writing and content processing technology, and a growing repository of more than 3.4 million citations from the world-renowned APA PsycINFO® database.
APA Style® CENTRAL features four integrated but separate centers providing expert resources for every stage of the learning, research, writing, and publishing processes, while promoting optimal habits of scholarship and research.

Everyone—including students, faculty, researchers, and librarians—who needs to learn about, use, or teach APA Style® and is engaged in research and writing will reap the benefits of this extensive suite of integrated services and tools.
For more information contact your APA Account Manager directly, or call 877-236-2941 or 202-336-5648, or visit www.apastyle.org/asc